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Start a business
Visit or work in the UK
Move house - or country
Hire or educate someone
Drive a vehicle
Look after children
Vote
Move goods or animals
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Strategy & change

Transformation 

Policy, 
regulators, legal

Business design

Operations - behind the scenes and 
front line staff

Customer 
service

Customer insight Process 
improvement

Technology & digital
including user centred design teams 

Policy & strategy Operations

Design & build of technology Live systems

Keep live systems running & 
optimise services



Hundreds of projects
Not always clear what they are
Is it all cohesively making things better?
Complex standards, codes, governance
Complex landscape of suppliers and 
contracts



The structures of government and 
many other organisations aren’t 
designed to operate end to end  
services that meet user needs



The structures of government and 
many other organisations aren’t 
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?





1. Working across organisational 
boundaries to re-design services

1. Navigating a large organisation to 
scale impact of design

1. Ways to manage services and 
performance in future



1. Working across organisational 
boundaries to re-design good 
services



‘We need to work together 
more’



Silo is a negative word.

Yet it’s natural to organise ourselves 
in groups. And groups have 
boundaries, by definition.  



A list of services as end users would 
know them
Visit the UK
Transit through the UK
Get a passport
Work in the UK
Become a British Citizen
Hire someone
Report a crime
Check someone can work
Join family in the UK
Get faster entry to the UK



Service networks & 
communities. 

People that transcend 
organisational boundaries.
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Informal community

Communities of 
practice

Sharing research 
insight and ideas

Open to all 

Semi-formal community Formal community

Some work is 
collectively prioritised 
and managed

Joined up view of the 
service and journeys 
people take

Formalised programme 
and dedicated teams

Top down and bottom 
up. Blockers are 
escalated. 
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How do you direct the work of 
hundreds of teams effectively, while 
still giving room for autonomy?



A focus on how things 
currently happen, instead 
of a desired outcome

Build a ‘caseworking 
system’ vs. 

how can we use technology 
to support faster/robust 
decision making?

A focus on what may 
simply be the results 
of bad design

‘Reduce costs of 
contact centres’ vs. 

Improve our ability to 
answer people’s 
questions and doubts 
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If this service worked really effectively 
and efficiently, what would be the end 
result? 

What kind of things would we see 
happen?
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Get permission to do, have or use 
something…

A visa, a credit card, passport, driving licence...



Know if I need to 
do something 

Know if I am 
eligible

Know what to do

Know what to 
expect and by 
when

Know what the 
rules are and how 
to follow them



People understand 
whether they need 
to do something, 
what to do and how 
to do it

Only those with a 
chance of success 
apply

Get the exact data 
needed to make a 
robust decision

Records are up to 
date and accurate

Know when to take 
action



4/10
people know what to do

12 hours
benchmark time/effort 
to figure out what to do

70% contact rate
Contact centre #s

36% 
applications rejected or 
refused

25%
of decisions overturned

21 days from 
application to decision

15%
non compliance rate for 
avoidable reasons



Find out      Choose      Act Decide      Fulfil      Comply      Enforce
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A service
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Service specific 
outcomes
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Find out      Choose      Act Decide      Fulfil      Comply      Enforce

Common 
products and 
platforms

Service specific 
outcomes

Service specific 
outcomes

Service specific 
outcomes

Service specific 
outcomes

Key outcomes Key outcomes

A service
eg. visit the UK

A service
eg. study in the UK



Map all current projects using this 
context and compare

Re-name, re-write, re-position, re-group

Help people see things differently
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Digitising paper forms
(XYZ project)

Check before 
you apply
(ZZZ project)

Interview people digitally
(AAB project)

New way to record 
decisions
(XYZ project part 1)

XYZ project

XYZ project

Take payments
(XXX project part 1)

Notify users
(YTR project part 2)



A way to organise research insight 



A consistent way to describe a service
A service

Sub-services

Activities

Capabilities

Technology

Data



Align everyone. Exclude no-one. 

No point focusing on just your research 
and design team 

Has to be a collective effort. 
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Gives an externalised way of 
understanding where we’re trying to get 
to and what is currently happening.

Helps make all the work cohesive. 
Or, helps demonstrate that it is not. 
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Use this context to frame new work



2. Navigating a large organisation and 
scaling impact



Strategy & change

Transformation 

Policy, 
regulators, legal

Business design

Operations - behind the scenes and 
front line staff

Customer 
service

Customer insight Process 
improvement

Technology & digital
including user centred design teams 

Policy & strategy Operations

Design & build of technology Live systems

Keep live systems running & 
optimise services



Learn about the organisational hierarchy

Who holds or assigns budgets?
Where does shape and scope come from?
Who would be of the most help, if they were an ally?
Who is already fighting you? Or giving you air cover?
Who is most influential, regardless of hierarchy?
Who has most to gain or lose, with what you say?
What are common issues/goals you can lend weight to?
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Almost everyone wants the right things 
to be built, in the right way. 

They may disagree on how best to go 
about it. And they won’t know if they 
can trust you to know, for this particular 
context, or at this scale. 



‘YOU CAN’T DO THAT’

‘Between service design and business 
architecture, I’m backing the business 
architecture horse’

‘Some people are being ignored. Even if 
they don’t think they are.’



People fear you will undo all their hard 
work and efforts to ‘land’ their own thing 
in an organisation
Organisation design, business architecture, enterprise architecture, 
traditional management practice, a strategic theme, something else…

Team up with the best of them. At least 
they’re doing something. 
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“If you can’t produce a list of service 
design artefacts, it won’t be seen as 
credible”

> Don’t add to the confusion with just 
another process, list of artefacts, or way 
of working.  
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“Service design is a new proposition, brought 
to you by the Business Design Team. It sits 
within the transformation portfolio which is part 
of the strategy team for this business unit.”
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It’s about designing good services. And 
a way of framing things that makes 
sense for everyone, so we get on and 
actually do it.

Not service design™ carried out by 
service designers™.



Make use of the Traditional 
Organisation’s own tools and 
techniques



Target operating models
RAG (red, amber, green) ratings
End or target states
Risk registers
Dependency management
Scaled agile 
Business cases
PMO (project management office)
Governance
RACI stakeholder management
Non functional requirements
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Use the risk register

1. Decisions continue to be made based on 
assumption or preference, rather than 
auditable evidence

2. Project is not taking into account desired 
outcomes for end to end service  
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Help teams see all the dependencies 



The red, amber, green status of UCD 

Find out        Choose        Act Decide        Fulfil        Comply        
Enforce

123 projectABC project ZZZ project
BBB project AT5 project

BR3 
project
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New models for governance

A shared understanding and communication 
of services and outcomes, measures and 
evidence. 

Level 3 - CTO, CEO, Directors, budget owner and 
sponsor, cross organisation representatives

Level 2 - Heads of a profession, domain experts

Level 1 - Lead practitioners & teams

Common standards

Government service 
standard

Cross government 
technology code of 
practice

Services, outcomes, 
measures, patterns

Common capabilities, 
products and platforms
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Help people and organisations with their 
particular issues, using end to end 
services, stages, and desired outcomes 
to do so.
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3. Ways to manage services and 
performance in future









Find out      Choose      Act Decide      Fulfil      Comply    

In depth knowledge of day to day activities, 
priorities, realities, problem fixing, detailed 

performance measures. 

Work with individual project teams (multi 
disciplinary including product managers, 

researchers, developers, designers) and all 
involved in changing parts of the service.

Overall service 
owner/manager

Overview of performance, 
investment, priorities for 

whole service or cohort of 
users. Works with policy 
lead, service designer, 

user researchers, domain 
experts e.g. security, fraud

Operational owners/managers
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Operational owner/manager

Overall service 
owner/manager
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Design leadership training

Hostage negotiation, non judgemental 
communication, assertiveness, 
boundary setting, conflict resolution, 
playing chess, the power play.



Thank you

Kate Tarling
@kateldn

Made with insight and 
content from many, 
including: 

@louisedowne
@ayeshamoarif
@tomwm 
@keltanen
@rossdudley
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